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● High-performance computing
○ Scientific computing, physics, chemistry, 

finance, genomics, AI
● Smart & efficient processing

○ Specialised software, digital transformation
● Cyber-security

○ Hardware firewall, encryption
● Edge & IoT

○ Smart processing at the edge
● Cloud technology

● Strong track record on research and 
innovation
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About Maxeler Technologies



● Fast & efficient processing for alignment,
variant calling

○ Compute intensive workloads
○ Dedicated hardware acceleration
○ Smith Waterman, Bowtie2, Myers, GEMTools

● Faster & lower power
● More cost efficient

Accelerated Genomics Processing

Application GUI 

At a Glance 
 Amino acid pairwise alignment using the Smith-

Waterman algorithm and a linear gap model. 
 BLOSUM62 scoring matrix. 
 Variable opening gap penalty. 
 800 GCUPS on a single 1U node. 
 Accelerator code written in MaxCompiler, hostcode writ-

ten in C, GUI in Java. C and Java code communicate over 
Unix pipes. 

Smith Waterman 
Demo 

The Smith-Waterman algorithm is a dynamic programming 
technique used in bioinformatics to perform similarity 
searches between DNA or protein sequences. It is the most 
accurate algorithm for this purpose, but also the most com-
pute-intensive with a quadratic complexity, and tends to be 
more and more time consuming with the exponential growth 
of protein libraries. Maxeler's Smith-Waterman application 
demonstrates an accelerated solution applied to bioinfor-
matics for pairwise local alignments. 

This application performs local alignments of amino acid se-
quences against a database using a linear gap model. The 
database is loaded into the on-board DRAM memory before 
the computation, while each query sequence is held in on-
chip memory for fast repeated access. Performing several 
queries against the same database is achieved by uploading 
the sequences one after another onto the FPGA. The data-
base is streamed through the processing elements during the 
computation and the scores for each alignment are streamed 
out to the host via the PCI Express bus. The best scores are 
sent to the GUI, where backtracking is computed in order to 
display the best alignment. 

Maxeler’s implementation of Smith-Waterman running on a 
single 1U node achieves a 16x speed-up over a 12-core con-

ventional node running highly optimized 
FASTA SSEARCH. Max-

Accelerated application architecture 

How to Run the Demo 
 Run  ‘./run.sh’ in the demo directory to launch the GUI. 
 Select a query file and a database file in FASTA format. 

The query file can contain several sequences. In this case, 
each sequence will be compared to the sequences in the 
database one after the other. 

 Enter an opening gap penalty. 
 Click ‘Compute’ to start the alignment using the BLO-

SUM62 scoring matrix. 
 The best ten results are displayed in the top right frame. 

The aligned part of the best match is displayed in the bot-
tom right frame. Matching amino acids are highlighted in 
green, similarities in yellow. The throughput is displayed 
below in GCUPS (billions of Cell Update per Second) 

eler’s framework allows a great flexibility 
to satisfy various needs: customized hardware designs with a 
different gap model or performing nucleotide alignments can 
be created very easily with MaxCompiler.  

Sequence Alignment for 
Nucleotides and Proteins  

Maxeler Advantage 
 Fast and high-capacity on-card DRAM to store large data-

bases. 
 A single Maxeler 1U node containing 4 MAX3 cards pro-

vides the same performance as 16 conventional 12-core 
CPU nodes running SSE2 optimized Smith-Waterman 
local alignment. 

Bowtie2 Alignment
35%

Remove duplicates
5%

Filter BAM files
3%

GATK realign
9%

GATK variant call
7%

SAMTOOLS variant call
21%

Freebayes variant call
7%

Alignment coverage statistics
9%



● Cross-disciplinary collaboration and 
data analysis platform

○ Integrate data & code with collaboration and 
communication tools

● Powerful dashboarding tools
● Build workflows without coding skills
● Ensure data security and custody,

Cloud and on-premise
● Ensure regulatory compliance (e.g.

GDPR)
● Simple access through web browser

M-Space Collaboration Platform



● Predict which drug will work best
● Personalise medication based on current disease, history, drug

interaction, ect
● Provide decision support for clinician
● Based on explainable AI

○ How decision was reached can be explained to stakeholder and traced back
to data.

● Integrated into M-Space

Predictive Medicine for Personalised Treatment

or with the Integrated Developer tools such as a Terminal, rDesktop, and Jupyter.
M-Space's integration of Nextcloud means that it is possible to create private or
public files hosted within M-Space on-premise or on-cloud. M-Space gives control
over privacy and ease of access M-Space is available on AWS Marketplace allowing
for scalable usage.

Facilitating tech-to-creative team collaboration, M-Space provides an ideal
environment for development, demonstration and application of AI-based predictive
medicine algorithms by teams of clinicians supported by AI specialists, all using
OpenVINO. M-Space is based on browser technology and we are focusing on
compatibility with multiple devices on 4G, 5G, and broadband connections to ensure
maximal reach and coverage in a variety of settings (e.g., hospital/clinic vs. first aid
in the field). M-Space has been designed for users to add further features or
products to suit their needs. Using M-Space, the clinical-AI teams will be able to
work together to deliver projects (e.g. cover more conditions than treated within the
graph model so far, including the chronic ones), from anywhere, in a private
environment.

We propose to further develop M-Space and integrate it with the graph-based AI
system for predictive medicine according to the following steps:

1. Improve UI for file management within M-Space
2. Improve accessibility of big data sitting on the client HPC resources
3. Integrate with electronic health record protocols of various countries



● Interest in Lot 3 & 4

● We have:
○ Fast & efficient sequencing tools
○ Explainable AI for personalized medicine
○ A secure collaboration platform that supports data analysis,

dashboard, simple workflows

● We needs partners for:
○ Analysis of sequencing data
○ Training data
○ Report generation

● Contact: Tobias Becker, tbecker@maxeler.com

Summary

mailto:tbecker@maxeler.com


Maxeler University Program: Research at over 150 Universities Worldwide
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